Palatal Mucoperiosteal Expansion as an Adjunct to Palatal Fistula Repair: Case Report and Review of the Literature
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Case report of conventional palatal soft-tissue expansion in an attempt at cleft palate fistula closure with a standard tissue expander. This technique may be an alternative to a tongue flap to promote closure of persistent oronasal fistula.
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Intraoral soft-tissue expansion for augmentation of the alveolar process in preprosthetic surgery has been established (Lew et al., 1986). Palatal mucoperiosteal expansion with non-custom-made tissue expanders, however, has never been reported. Indeed, conventional or rapid palatal soft-tissue expansion was recently judged to be impossible (Abramo et al., 1993; Van Damme, 1994). In clinical reports, the use of Foley catheters and custom-made tissue expanders has been reported (De Mey et al., 1990, Abramo et al., 1993). In an animal experiment, custom-made tissue expanders were successfully utilized for subperiosteal palatal soft-tissue expansion (Van Damme et al., 1991, 1993).

The purpose of this report is to suggest that palatal soft-tissue expansion with standard expanders can be helpful, although not necessarily completely successful, in closing residual palatal defects of cleft palate patients under unfavorable circumstances.

CASE REPORT

A 37-year-old male patient was referred to the Nijmegen Center for cleft lip and palate management. He presented with an operated right-sided cleft lip and palate (UCLP), with a persistent oronasal fistula. He had had eight previous operations at other centers including, at the age of 24 years, closure of the palatal oronasal communication with a costal bone graft. Because of sequestration of part of the graft, a fistula had developed. Initially, there were no functional problems. However, in time, the patient complained of liquid leakage into the nose and requested closure of the fistula. A late secondary closure techni-

que was indicated with nasal and oral mucoperiosteal-layer closure and interposition of an autogenous chinbone graft for reconstruction of the alveolar process (Freihofer et al., 1993). The operation and immediate postoperative period were uneventful. However, in spite of adjustment of a protection device, palatal dehiscence with exposure of the transplant occurred, which finally led to necrosis of the graft and a residual palatal defect (Fig. 1). Since the patient had a fixed dental bridge, a buccovestibular-flap technique to close the defect was considered undesirable.

The feasibility for conventional palatal soft-tissue expansion with standard tissue expanders was studied on a cast model (Fig. 2). A spherical Intravent tissue expander (CUI-I0S-01, CUI Corporation, Carpenteria, CA), with an expansion volume of 1 mL and a diameter of 12 mm, with a remote filling tube was chosen. This was inserted after tunneling the palatal mucoperiosteum on the left side via a small incision in the front of the vestibulum and another near the second molar. Initially, it was filled with 0.4 mL of physiologic salt solution. Healing was undisturbed. Two weeks postoperatively, serial inflation was started twice a week until, after eight sessions, a volume of 1.8 mL was reached (Fig. 3). The tissue expander was removed along the lateral incision line (Fig. 4), and a

FIGURE 1 Palatal oronasal fistula (arrow) in 37-year-old male patient with right-sided UCLP after multiple operations before tissue expansion.
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unilateral Veau soft-tissue flap was created and fixed in place with Vicryl® 4-0 sutures after excision of the wound edges in the acceptor area. A gauze pack, impregnated with iodoform/Vaseline was used as a protective covering. Six days later, it was removed and the flap was vital, with no sign of dehiscence (Fig. 5).

Unfortunately, a small oronasal fistula developed 12 days after removal of the expander along the acceptor margin of the canine tooth. The patient noticed fluid in the nose after mouth rinsing, but he declined further surgical intervention. His general dental practitioner is making a palatal sealing plate/frame to correct this problem.

**DISCUSSION**

Several techniques have been used to close residual palatal oronasal fistula (Millard, 1980; Voorsmit and Feniris, 1992). The initial success rate varies from 36% to 69% and diminishes with the second, third, or further attempts. Whenever a two-stage procedure is chosen (e.g., a tongue-flap, Guerreiro Santos and Altamirano, 1966), conventional palatal soft-tissue expansion should be considered as a realistic alternative.

However, this is a multistage procedure with serial inflations and two operations, with insertion and removal of the tissue expander and with mobilization and fixation of the flap. This is compensated by the fact that tongue movements are unrestricted, and taste and sensation of the tongue are not compromised.

In this case, the surgery and inflations were well tolerated, with little patient discomfort. There was also no pain during inflation or thereafter, and no mechanical hindrance to eating, despite the increasing volume of the expander. The overlying soft tissues became shiny and appeared to become thinner. After removal of the tissue expander, a fibrous capsule was seen. This seemed to restrict the mobility and pliability of the expanded tissue. Clinically, the vascularity of the expanded...
tissue was not compromised, in contrast to the recipient palatal site near the right canine tooth. The recurrent fistula developed in the area of the recipient wound edge, apparently, not to be considered so much a failure of the tissue expansion procedure, but rather caused mainly by the poor vascular condition of the recipient area. A more extended resection of the wound edges of the mucosa surrounding the defect might have avoided this complication. The patient’s smoking (15 cigarettes per day), however, and the scarring from previous surgery may have reduced the chances of success.

In conclusion, conventional palatal mucoperiosteal soft-tissue expansion with standard expanders is a realistic option as an adjunct to recurrent cleft palate oronasal fistula closure. However, it does not guarantee independence of the quality and vascularity of the adjacent tissue at the recipient site.
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